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Abstract. Recent research on Green Security Games (GSG), i.e., security games
for the protection of wildlife, forest and fisheries, relies on the promise of an
abundance of available data in these domains to learn adversary behavioral models and determine game payoffs. This research suggests that adversary behavior
models (capturing bounded rationality) can be learned from real-world data on
where adversaries have attacked, and that game payoffs can be determined precisely from data on animal densities. However, previous work has, as yet, failed
to demonstrate the usefulness of these behavioral models in capturing adversary
behaviors based on real-world data in GSGs. Previous work has also been unable
to address situations where available data is insufficient to accurately estimate
behavioral models or to obtain the required precision in the payoff values.
In addressing these limitations, as our first contribution, this paper, for the first
time, provides validation of the aforementioned adversary behavioral models based
on real-world data from a wildlife park in Uganda. Our second contribution addresses situations where real-world data is not precise enough to determine exact
payoffs in GSG, by providing the first algorithm to handle payoff uncertainty
in the presence of adversary behavioral models. This algorithm is based on the
notion of minimax regret. Furthermore, in scenarios where the data is not even
sufficient to learn adversary behaviors, our third contribution is to provide a novel
algorithm to address payoff uncertainty assuming a perfectly rational attacker (instead of relying on a behavioral model); this algorithm allows for a significant
scaleup for large security games. Finally, to reduce the problems due to paucity
of data, given mobile sensors such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), we introduce new payoff elicitation strategies to strategically reduce uncertainty.
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Introduction

Following the successful deployments of Stackelberg Security Games (SSG) for infrastructure protection [24, 1, 13], recent research on security games has focused on Green
Security Games (GSG) [27, 4, 21, 7]. Generally, this research attempts to optimally allocate limited security resources in a vast geographical area against environmental crime,
e.g., improving the effectiveness of protection of wildlife or fisheries [27, 4].
Research in GSGs has differentiated itself from work in SSGs (which often focused
on counter-terrorism), not only in terms of the domains of application but also in terms
of the amounts of data available. In particular, prior research on SSGs could not claim
the presence of large amounts of adversary data [24]. In contrast, GSGs are founded on
the promise of an abundance of adversary data (about where the adversaries attacked in
the past) that can be used to accurately learn adversary behavior models which capture
their bounded rationality [27, 4, 7]. Furthermore, GSG research assumes that available
domain data such as animal/fish density is sufficient to help determine payoff values
precisely. However, there remain four key shortcomings in GSGs related to these assumptions about data. First, despite proposing different adversary behavioral models
(e.g., Quantal Response [28]), GSG research has yet to evaluate these models on any
real-world data. Second, the amount of real-world data available is not always present in
abundance, introducing different types of uncertainties in GSGs. In particular, in some
GSG domains, there is a significant need to handle uncertainty in both the defender
and the adversary’s payoffs since information on key domain features, e.g., animal density, terrain, etc. that contribute to the payoffs is not precisely known. Third, in some
GSG domains, we may even lack sufficient attack data to learn an adversary behavior
model, and simultaneously must handle the aforementioned payoff uncertainty. Finally,
defenders have access to mobile sensors such as UAVs to elicit information over multiple targets at once to reduce payoff uncertainty, yet previous work has not provided
efficient techniques to exploit such sensors for payoff elicitation [17].
In this paper, we address these challenges by proposing four key contributions. As
our first contribution, we provide the first results demonstrating the usefulness of behavioral models in SSGs using real-world data from a wildlife park. To address the second
limitation of uncertainty over payoff values, our second contribution is ARROW (i.e.,
Algorithm for Reducing Regret to Oppose Wildlife crime), a novel security game algorithm that can solve the behavioral minimax regret problem. MiniMax Regret (MMR) is
a robust approach for handling uncertainty that finds the solution which minimizes the
maximum regret (i.e., solution quality loss) with respect to a given uncertainty set [8].
A key advantage of using MMR is that it produces less conservative solutions than the
standard maximin approach [17]. ARROW is the first algorithm to compute MMR in
the presence of an adversary behavioral model; it is also the first to handle payoff uncertainty in both players’ payoffs in SSGs. However, jointly handling of adversary bounded
rationality and payoff uncertainty creates the challenge of solving a non-convex optimization problem; ARROW provides an efficient solution to this problem. (Note that
we primarily assume a zero-sum game as done in some prior GSG research; however
as discussed our key techniques generalize to non-zero sum games as well.)
Our third contribution addresses situations where we do not even have data to learn
a behavior model. Specifically, we propose ARROW-Perfect, a novel MMR-based al-
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gorithm to handle uncertainty in both players’ payoffs, assuming a perfectly rational
adversary without any requirement of data for learning. ARROW-Perfect exploits the
adversary’s perfect rationality as well as extreme points of payoff uncertainty sets to
gain significant additional efficiency over ARROW.
Another significant advantage of MMR is that it is very useful in guiding the preference elicitation process for learning information about the payoffs [3]. We exploit this
advantage by presenting two new elicitation heuristics which select multiple targets at a
time for reducing payoff uncertainty, leveraging the multi-target-elicitation capability of
sensors (e.g., UAVs) available in green security domains. Lastly, we conduct extensive
experiments, including evaluations of ARROW based on data from a wildlife park.

2

Background & Related Work

Stackelberg Security Games: In SSGs, the defender attempts to protect a set of T
targets from an attack by an adversary by optimally allocating a set of R resources (R <
T ) [24]. The key assumption here is that the defender commits to a (mixed) strategy
first and the adversary can observe that strategy and then attacks a target. Denote by
x = {xt } the defender’s strategy where xt is the
Pcoverage probability at target t, the set
of feasible strategies is X = {x : 0 ≤ xt ≤ 1, t xt ≤ R}.6 If the adversary attacks t
when the defender is not protecting it, the adversary receives a reward Rta , otherwise,
the adversary gets a penalty Pta . Conversely, the defender receives a penalty Ptd in the
former case and a reward Rtd in the latter case. Let (Ra, Pa ) and (Rd, Pd ) be the payoff
vectors. The players’ expected utilities at t is computed as:
Uat (x, Ra , Pa ) = xt Pta + (1 − xt )Rta

(1)

Udt (x, Rd , Pd )

(2)

=

xt Rtd

+ (1 −

xt )Ptd

Boundedly rational attacker: In SSGs, attacker bounded rationality is often modeled
via behavior models such as Quantal Response (QR) [14, 15]. QR predicts the adversary’s probability of attacking t, denoted by qt (x, Ra , Pa ) (as shown in Equation 3
where the parameter λ governs the adversary’s rationality). Intuitively, the higher the
expected utility at a target is, the more likely that the adversary will attack that target.
a

a

a

eλUt (x,R ,P )
qt (x, R , P ) = P λUa (x,Ra ,Pa )
t0
t0 e
a

a

(3)

The recent SUQR model (Subjective Utility Quantal Response) is shown to provide the
best performance among behavior models in security games [18]. SUQR builds on the
QR model by integrating the following subjective utility function into QR instead of the
expected utility:
Ûat (x, Ra , Pa ) = w1 xt + w2 Rta + w3 Pta
(4)
6

The true mixed strategy would be a probability assignment to each pure strategy, where a pure
strategy is an assignment of R resources to T targets. However, that is equivalent to the set X
described here, which is a more compact representation [12].
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where (w1 , w2 , w3 ) are parameters indicating the importance of the three target features
for the adversary. The adversary’s probability of attacking t is then predicted as:
a

a

a

eÛt (x,R ,P )
q̂t (x, Ra , Pa ) = P
Ûat (x,Ra ,Pa )
t0 e

(5)

In fact, SUQR is motivated by the lens model which suggested that evaluation of adversaries over targets is based on a linear combination of multiple observable features [5].
One key advantage of these behavioral models is that they can be used to predict attack
frequency for multiple attacks by the adversary, wherein the attacking probability is a
normalization of attack frequency.
Payoff uncertainty: One key approach to modeling payoff uncertainty is to express
the adversary’s payoffs as lying within specific intervals [10]: for each target t, we
a
a
a
a
have Rta ∈ [Rmin
(t), Rmax
(t)] and Pta ∈ [Pmin
(t), Pmax
(t)]. Let I denote the set
of payoff intervals at all targets. An MMR-based solution was introduced in previous
work to address payoff uncertainty in SSGs; yet it had two weaknesses: (i) this MMRbased solution is unable to handle uncertainty in both players’ payoffs since it assumes
that the defender’s payoffs are exactly known; and (ii) it has failed to address payoff
uncertainty in the context of adversary behavioral models [17].
Green security games: This paper focuses on wildlife protection — many species
such as rhinos and tigers are in danger of extinction from poaching [16, 22]. To protect
wildlife, game-theoretic approaches have been advocated to generate ranger patrols [27]
wherein the forest area is divided into a grid where each cell is a target. These ranger patrols are designed to counter poachers (whose behaviors are modeled using SUQR) that
attempt to capture animals by setting snares. A similar system has also been developed
for protecting fisheries [4]. Unfortunately, this previous work in wildlife protection [27]
has four weaknesses as discussed in Section 1.

3

Behavioral Modeling Validation

Our first contribution addresses the first limitation of previous work mentioned in Section 1: understanding the extent to which existing behavior models capture real-world
behavior data from green security domains. We used a real-world patrol and poaching
dataset from Uganda Wildlife Authority supported by Wildlife Conservation Society.
This dataset was collected from 1-year patrols in the Queen Elizabeth national park.7
3.1

Dataset Description

Our dataset had different types of observations (poacher sighting, animal sighting,
etc.) with 40, 611 observations in total recorded by rangers at various locations in the
park. The latitude and longitude of the location corresponding to each observation was
recorded using a GPS device, thus providing reliable data. Each observation has a feature that specified the total count of the category of observation recorded, for example,
7

This is the preliminary work on modeling poachers’ behaviors. Further study on building more
complex behavioral models would be a new interesting research topic for future work.
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(a) All Models

(b) -optimal (various values of ) vs SUQR-4

Fig. 1. ROC plots on Uganda dataset

number and type of animals sighted or poaching attacks identified, at a particular location. The date and time for a particular patrol was also present in the dataset. We
discretized the park area into 2423 grid cells, with each grid cell corresponding to a
1km × 1km area within the park. After the discretization, each observation fell within
one of the 2423 target cells and we therefore aggregated the animal densities and the
number of poaching attacks within each target cell. We considered attack data from the
year 2012 in our analysis, which has 2352 attacks in total.
Gaussian smoothing of animal densities: Animal density at each target is computed
based on the patrols conducted by the rangers and are thus observations at a particular
instant of time. Animal density also has a spatial component, meaning that it is unlikely
to change abruptly between grid cells. Therefore, to account for movement of animals
over a few kilometers in general, we do a blurring of the current recording of animal
densities over the cells. To obtain the spatial spread based on recordings of animal
sightings, we use Gaussian smoothing; more specifically we use a Gaussian Kernel of
size 5 × 5 with σ = 2.5 to smoothen out the animal densities over all the grid cells.
Distance as a feature: In addition to animal density, the poachers’ payoffs should take
into account the distance (or effort) the poacher takes in reaching the grid cell. Therefore, we also use distance as a feature of our SUQR models. Here, the subjective utility
function (Equation 4) is extended to include the distance feature: Ûat (x, Ra , Pa ) =
w1 xt + w2 Rta + w3 Pta + w4 Φt where Φt is the distance from the attacker current position to target t. For calculating distance, we took a set of 10 entry points based on
geographical considerations. The distance to each target location is computed as the
minimum over the distances to this target from the 10 entry points.
3.2

Learning Results

We compare the performance of 13 behavioral models8 as follows (Figure 1): (i) SUQR3, which corresponds to SUQR with three features (coverage probability as discussed
8

Models involving cognitive hierarchies [26] are not applicable in Stackelberg games given that
attacker plays knowing the defender’s actual strategy.
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in Section 2, poacher reward which is considered to be same as the animal density and
poacher penalty which is kept uniform over all targets); (ii) SUQR-4, which corresponds
to SUQR with four features (coverage probability, animal density, poacher penalty and
distance to the target location); (iii) QR; (iv) eight versions of the -optimal model, a
bounded rationality model [20] where the adversary chooses to attack any one of the
targets with an utility value which is within  of the optimal target’s utility, with equal
probability; (v) a random adversary model; and (vi) a perfectly rational model.
From the 2352 total attacks in our dataset, we randomly sampled (10 times) 20%
of the attack data for testing and trained the three models: SUQR-3, SUQR-4 and QR
on the remaining 80% data. For each train-test split, we trained our behavioral models
to learn their parameters, which are used to get probabilities of attack on each grid cell
in the test set. Thus, for each grid cell, we get the actual label (whether the target was
attacked or not) along with our predicted probability of attack on the cell. Using these
labels and the predicted probabilities, we plotted a Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve (in Figure 1) to analyze the performance of the various models.
The result shows that the perfectly rational model, that deterministically classifies
which target gets attacked (unlike SUQR/QR which give probabilities of attack on all
targets), achieves an extremely poor prediction accuracy. We also observe that the ∗ optimal model performs worse than QR and SUQR models (Figure 1(a)). Here, by
∗ -optimal model, we mean the model corresponding to the  that generates the best
prediction (Figure 1(b)). In our case, the best value of  is 250. For the -optimal model,
no matter what  we choose, the curves from the -optimal method never gets above the
SUQR-4 curve, demonstrating that SUQR-4 is a better model than -optimal. Furthermore, SUQR-4 (Area Under the Curve (AUC) = 0.73) performs better than both QR
(AUC = 0.67) and SUQR-3 (AUC = 0.67), thus highlighting the importance of distance
as a feature in the adversary’s utility. Thus, SUQR-4 provides the highest prediction
accuracy and thus will be our model of choice in the rest of the paper.
In summary, comparing many different models shows for the first time support for
SUQR from real-world data in the context of GSGs. The SUQR-4 model convincingly
beats QR, −optimal, perfect-rationality and the random model, thus showing the validity of using SUQR in predicting adversary behaviors in GSGs.

4

Behavioral Minimax Regret (MMRb )

While we can learn a behavioral model from real-world data, we may not always have
access to data to precisely compute animal density. For example, given limited numbers of rangers, they may have patrolled and collected wildlife data from only a small
portion of a national park, and thus payoffs in other areas of the park may remain uncertain. Also, due to the dynamic changes (e.g., animal migration), players’ payoffs may
become uncertain in the next season. Hence, this paper introduces our new MMR-based
robust algorithm, ARROW, to handle payoff uncertainty in GSGs, taking into account
adversary behavioral models. Here, we primarily focus on zero-sum games as motivated
by recent work in green security domains [9, 4], and earlier major SSG applications
that use zero-sum games [23, 29]). In addition, we use a model inspired by SUQR-4
as the adversary’s behavioral model, given its high prediction accuracy presented in
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Section 3. More specifically, the subjective utility function in Equation (4) is extended
to: Ûat (x, Ra , Pa ) = w1 xt + w2 Rta + w3 Pta + w4 Φt where Φt is some other feature
(e.g., distance) of target t. In fact, our methods generalize to non-zero-sum games with
a general class of QR (see Online Appendix A).9
We now formulate MMRb with uncertain payoffs for both players in zero-sum SSG
with a boundedly rational attacker.
Definition 1. Given (Ra , Pa ), the defender’s behavioral regret is the loss in her utility
for playing a strategy x instead of the optimal strategy, which is represented as follows:
Rb (x, Ra , Pa ) = max
F(x0 , Ra , Pa ) − F(x, Ra , Pa )
x0 ∈X
X
where F(x, Ra , Pa ) =
q̂t (x, Ra , Pa )Udt (x, Rd , Pd )
t

(6)
(7)

Behavioral regret measures the distance in terms of utility loss from the defender strategy x to the optimal strategy given the attacker payoffs. Here, F(x, Ra , Pa ) is the
defender’s utility (which is non-convex fractional in x) for playing x where the attacker payoffs, whose response follows SUQR, are (Ra , Pa ). The defender’s payoffs
in zero-sum games are Rd = −Pa and Pd = −Ra . In addition, the attacking probability, q̂t (x, Ra , Pa ), is given by Equation 5. When the payoffs are uncertain, if the
defender plays a strategy x, she receives different behavioral regrets w.r.t to different
payoff instances within the uncertainty intervals. Thus, she could receive a behavioral
max regret which is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Given payoff intervals I, the behavioral max regret for the defender to
play a strategy x is the maximum behavioral regret over all payoff instances:
MRb (x, I) =

max

(Ra ,Pa )∈I

Rb (x, Ra , Pa )

(8)

Definition 3. Given payoff intervals I, the behavioral minimax regret problem attempts to find the defender optimal strategy that minimizes the MRb she receives:
MMRb (I) = min MRb (x, I)
x∈X

(9)

Intuitively, behavorial minimax regret ensures that the defender’s strategy minimizes
the loss in the solution quality over the uncertainty of all possible payoff realizations.
Example 1. In the 2-target zero-sum game as shown in Table 1, each target is associated with uncertainty intervals of the attacker’s reward and penalty. For example, if the adversary successfully attacks Target 1, he obtains a reward which belongs
to the interval [2, 3]. Otherwise, he receives a penalty which lies within the interval
[−2, 0]. The attacker’s response, assumed to follow SUQR, is defined by the parameters (w1 = −10.0, w2 = 2.0, w3 = 0.2, w4 = 0.0). Then the defender’s optimal mixed
strategy generated by behavioral MMR (Equation 9) corresponding to this SUQR model
is x = {0.35, 0.65}. The attacker payoff values which give the defender the maximum
regret w.r.t this behavioral MMR strategy are (3.0, 0.0) and (5.0, −10.0) at Target 1
9

Online Appendix: https://www.dropbox.com/s/620aqtinqsul8ys/Appendix.pdf?dl=0
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Table 1. A 2-target, 1-resource game.
Targets Attacker reward. Attacker penalty.
1
[2, 3]
[-2, 0]
2
[5, 7]
[-10, -9]

Algorithm 1: ARROW Outline

6

Initialize S = φ, ub = ∞, lb = 0 ;
Randomly generate sample (x0 , Ra , Pa ), S = S ∪ {x0 , (Ra , Pa )};
while ub > lb do
Call R.ARROW to compute relaxed MMRb w.r.t S. Let x∗ be its optimal solution
with objective value lb;
Call M.ARROW to compute MRb (x∗ , I). Let the optimal solution be
(x0,∗ , Ra,∗ , Pa,∗ ) with objective value ub;
S = S ∪ {x0,∗ , Ra,∗ , Pa,∗ };

7

return (lb, x∗ );

1
2
3
4

5

and 2 respectively. In particular, the defender obtains an expected utility of −0.14 for
playing x against this payoff instance. On the other hand, she would receive a utility of
2.06 if playing the optimal strategy x0 = {0.48, 0.52} against this payoff instance. As
a result, the defender gets a maximum regret of 2.20.

5

ARROW Algorithm: Boundedly Rational Attacker

Algorithm 1 presents the outline of ARROW to solve the MMRb problem in Equation
9. Essentially, ARROW’s two novelties compared to previous work [17] — addressing
uncertainty in both players’ payoffs and a boundedly rational attacker — lead to two
new computational challenges: 1) uncertainty in defender payoffs makes the defender’s
expected utility at every target t non-convex in x and (Rd , Pd ) (Equation 2); and 2)
the SUQR model is in the form of a logit function which is non-convex. These two
non-convex functions are combined when calculating the defender’s utility (Equation
7) — which is then used in computing MMRb (Equation 9), making it computationally
expensive. Overall, MMRb can be reformulated as minimizing the max regret r such
that r is no less than the behavioral regrets over all payoff instances within the intervals:
min

x∈X,r∈R

r

(10)

s.t. r ≥ F(x0 , Ra , Pa ) − F(x, Ra , Pa ), ∀(Ra , Pa ) ∈ I, x0 ∈ X
In (10), the set of (non-convex) constraints is infinite since X and I are continuous. One
practical approach to optimization with large constraint sets is constraint sampling [6],
coupled with constraint generation [2]. Following this approach, ARROW samples a
subset of constraints in Problem (10) and gradually expands this set by adding violated
constraints to the relaxed problem until convergence to the optimal MMRb solution.
Specifically, ARROW begins by sampling pairs (Ra , Pa ) of the adversary payoffs
uniformly from I. The corresponding optimal strategies for the defender given these
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payoff samples, denoted x0 , are then computed using the PASAQ algorithm [28] to
obtain a finite set S of sampled constraints (Line 2). These sampled constraints are then
used to solve the corresponding relaxed MMRb program (line 4) using the R.ARROW
algorithm (described in Section 5.1) — we call this problem relaxed MMRb as it only
has samples of constraints in (10). We thus obtain the optimal solution (lb, x∗ ) which
provides a lower bound (lb) on the true MMRb . Then constraint generation is applied to
determine violated constraints (if any). This uses the M.ARROW algorithm (described
in Section 5.2) which computes MRb (x∗, I) — the optimal regret of x∗ which is an
upper bound (ub) on the true MMRb . If ub > lb, the optimal solution of M.ARROW,
{x0,∗, Ra,∗, Pa,∗}, provides the maximally violated constraint (line 5), which is added to
S. Otherwise, x∗ is the minimax optimal strategy and lb = ub = MMRb (I).
5.1

R.ARROW: Compute Relaxed MMRb

The first step of ARROW is to solve the relaxed MMRb problem using R.ARROW.
This relaxed MMRb problem is non-convex. Thus, R.ARROW presents two key ideas
for efficiency: 1) binary search (which iteratively searches the defender’s utility space to
find the optimal solution) to remove the fractional terms (i.e., the attacking probabilities
in Equation 5) in relaxed MMRb ; and 2) it then applies piecewise-linear approximation
to linearize the non-convex terms of the resulting decision problem at each binary search
step (as explained below). Overall, relaxed MMRb can be represented as follows:
min

x∈X,r∈R

r

(11)

s.t. r ≥ F(x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k ) − F(x, Ra,k , Pa,k ), ∀k = 1 . . . K
where (x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k ) is the k th sample in S (i.e., the payoff sample set as described
in Algorithm 1) where k = 1 . . . K and K is the total number of samples in S. In
addition, r is the defender’s max regret for playing x against sample set S. Finally,
F(x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k ) is the defender’s optimal utility for every sample of attacker payoffs (Ra,k , Pa,k ) where x0,k is the corresponding defender’s optimal strategy (which
can be obtained via PASAQ [28]). The term F(x, Ra,k , Pa,k ), which is included in
relaxed MMRb ’s constraints, is non-convex and fractional in x (Equation 7), making
(11) non-convex and fractional. We now detail the two key ideas of R.ARROW.
Binary search. In each binary search step, given a value of r, R.ARROW tries to solve
the decision problem (P1) that determines if there exists a defender strategy x such that
the defender’s regret for playing x against any payoff sample in S is no greater than r.
(P1) : ∃x s.t. r ≥ F(x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k) − F(x, Ra,k , Pa,k ), ∀k = 1 . . . K?
We present the following Proposition 1 showing that (P1) can be converted into the nonfractional optimization problem (P2) (as shown below) of which the optimal solution
is used to determine the feasibility of (P1):
min v
i a
X h
a,k
a,k
s.t. v ≥
F(x0,k , Ra,k, Pa,k )−r−Utd,k (x) eÛt (x,R ,P ) , ∀k = 1 . . . K
(P2):

x∈X,v∈R

t
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h
i
a,k
where Ud,k
+ (1 − xt )Rta,k is the defender’s expected utility at tart (x) = − xt Pt
get t given x and the k th payoff sample.
Proposition 1. Suppose that (v ∗ , x∗ ) is the optimal solution of (P2). If v ∗ ≤ 0, then x∗
is a feasible solution of the decision problem (P1). Otherwise, (P1) is infeasible.
The proof of Proposition 1 is in Online Appendix B. Given that the decision problem
(P1) is now converted into the optimization problem (P2), as the next step, we attempt
to solve (P2) using piecewise linear approximation.
Piecewise linear approximation. Although (P2) is non-fractional, its constraints are
non-convex. We use a piecewise
P linear approximation for the RHS of the constraints in
(P2) which is in the form of t ftk(xt ) where the term ftk (xt ) is a non-convex function of xt (recall that xt is the defender’s coverage probability at target t). The feasible region
of the defender’s
xt for
 1 2  coverage

 all t, [0, 1], is then divided into M equal
1
, M
, M , . . . , MM−1 , 1 where M is given. The values of ftk(xt )
segments 0, M
are then approximated
by using

 the segments connecting pairs of consecutive points
i−1
k i−1
and Mi , ftk Mi for i = 1 . . . M as follows:
M , ft
M
ftk (xt ) ≈ ftk (0)+

XM
i=1

k
αt,i
xt,i

(12)

k
where αt,i
is the slope of the ith segment which can be determined based on the two
extreme points of the segment. Also, xt,i refers to P
the portion of the defender’s coverage
at target t belonging to the ith segment, i.e., xt = i xt,i .

Example 2. When
of
 the number
 
 segments
  M = 5, it means that we divide [0, 1] into 5
segments 0, 51 , 51 , 25 , 25 , 35 , 53 , 45 , 45 , 1 . Suppose that the defender’s coverage
at target t is xt = 0.3, since 15 < xt < 52 , we obtain the portions of xt that belongs
to each segment is xt,1 = 15 , xt,2 = 0.1, and xt,3 = xt,4 = xt,5 = 0 respectively.
k
k
Then each non-linear term ftk (xt ) is approximated as ftk (xt ) ≈ ftk (0)+ 51 αt,1
+ 0.1αt,2

 k 1
k
k
st
nd
k
where the slopes of the 1 and 2 segments are αt,1 = 5 ft 5 − ft (0) and αt,2 =



5 ftk 25 − ftk 15 respectively.
By using the approximations of ftk (xt ) for all k and t, we can reformulate (P2) as the
MILP (P2’) which can be solved by the solver CPLEX:
min v
X
X X
k
s.t. v ≥
ftk (0) +
αt,i
xt,i , ∀k = 1 . . . K
t
t
i
X
1
xt,i ≤ R, 0 ≤ xt,i ≤
, ∀t = 1 . . . T, i = 1 . . . M
t,i
M
1
zt,i
≤ xt,i , ∀t = 1 . . . T, i = 1 . . . M − 1
M
xt,i+1 ≤ zt,i , ∀t = 1 . . . T, i = 1 . . . M − 1

(13)

zt,i ∈ {0, 1}, ∀t = 1 . . . T, i = 1 . . . M − 1

(18)

(P2’):

xt,i ,zt,i ,v

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

where zt,i is an auxiliary integer variable which ensures that the portions of xt satisfies
1
xt,i = M
if xt ≥ Mi (zt,i = 1) or xt,i+1 = 0 if xt < Mi (zt,i = 0) (constraints (15
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– 18)). Constraints (14) are piecewise linear approximations of constraintsPin (P2). In
addition, constraint (15) guarantees that the resource allocation condition, t xt ≤ R,
1
holds true and the piecewise segments 0 ≤ xt,i ≤ M
.
Finally, we provide Theorem 1 showing that R.ARROW guarantees a solution bound
on computing relaxed MMRb . The proof of Theorem 1 is in the Online Appendix C.

1
-optimal solution of relaxed MMRb
Theorem 1. R.ARROW provides an O  + M
where  is the tolerance of binary search and M is the number of piecewise segments.
5.2

M.ARROW: Compute MRb

Given the optimal solution x∗ returned by R.ARROW, the second step of ARROW is to
compute MRb of x∗ using M.ARROW (line 5 in Algorithm 1). The problem of computing MRb can be represented as the following non-convex maximization problem:
max

x0 ∈X,(Ra ,Pa )∈I

F(x0 , Ra , Pa ) − F(x∗ , Ra , Pa )

(19)

Overall, it is difficult to apply the same techniques used in R.ARROW for M.ARROW
since it is a subtraction of two non-convex fractional functions, F(x0 , Ra , Pa ) and
F(x∗ , Ra , Pa ). Therefore, we use local search with multiple starting points which allows us to reach different local optima.

6

ARROW-Perfect Algorithm: Perfectly Rational Attacker

While ARROW incorporates an adversary behavioral model, it may not be applicable
for green security domains where there may be a further paucity of data in which not
only payoffs are uncertain but also parameters of the behavioral model are difficult
to learn accurately. Therefore, we introduce a novel MMR-based algorithm, ARROWPerfect, to handle uncertainty in both players’ payoffs assuming a perfectly rational
attacker. In general, ARROW-Perfect follows the same constraint sampling and constraint generation methodology as ARROW. Yet, by leveraging the property that the
attacker’s optimal response is a pure strategy (given a perfectly rational attacker) and
the game is zero-sum, we obtain the exact optimal solutions for computing both relaxed
MMR and max regret in polynomial time (while we cannot provide such guarantees for
a boundedly rational attacker). In this case, we call the new algorithms for computing
relaxed MMR and max regret: R.ARROW-Perfect and M.ARROW-Perfect respectively.
6.1

R.ARROW-Perfect: Compute Relaxed MMR

In zero-sum games, when the attacker is perfectly rational, the defender’s utility for
a,k
a,k
a,k
a,k
playing a strategy x w.r.t
=
 the payoff sample (R , P ) is equal to F x, R , P
a
a,k
a,k
if the attacker
attacks
target
t.
Since
the
adversary
is
perfectly
ra−Ut x, R , P


tional, therefore, F x, Ra,k , Pa,k = − maxt Uat x, Ra,k , Pa,k , we can reformulate
the relaxed MMR in (11) as the following linear minimization problem:
min

r

(20)


s.t. r ≥ F x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k + Uat x, Ra,k , Pa,k , ∀k = 1 . . . K, ∀t = 1 . . . T (21)
x∈X,r∈R
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where F x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k is the defender’s
 optimal utility against a perfectly rational
attacker w.r.t payoff sample Ra,k , Pa,k and x0,k is the corresponding optimal strategy which is the Maximin
(21) ensures that the regret
 solution. In addition, constraint

r ≥ F x0,k , Ra,k , Pa,k + maxt Uat x, Ra,k , Pa,k for all payoff samples. This linear
program can be solved exactly in polynomial time using any linear solver, e.g., CPLEX.
6.2

M.ARROW-Perfect: Compute Max Regret

Computing max regret (MR) in zero-sum games presents challenges that previous work
[17] can not handle since the defender’s payoffs are uncertain while [17] assumes these
payoff values are known. In this work, we propose a new exact algorithm, M.ARROWPerfect, to compute MR in polynomial time by exploiting insights of zero-sum games.
In zero-sum games with a perfectly rational adversary, Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium is equivalent to Maximin solution [30]. Thus, given the strategy x∗ returned by
relaxed MMR, max regret in (19) can be reformulated as follows:
max

x0 ∈X,(Ra ,Pa )∈I,v

v − F(x∗ , Ra , Pa )

s.t. v ≤ − [x0t Pta + (1 − x0t )Rta ] , ∀t

(22)
(23)

where v is the Maximin/SSE utility for the defender against the attacker payoff (Ra , Pa ).
∗
∗
a
a
Moreover,
 ∗ a the defender’s
 utility for playing x can be computed as F(x , R , P ) =
∗
a
− xj Pj + (1 − xj )Rj if the adversary attacks target j. Thus, we divide the attacker
payoff space into T subspaces such that within the j th subspace, the adversary always
attacks target j against the defender strategy x∗ , for all j = 1 . . . T . By solving these T
sub-max regret problems corresponding to this division, our final global optimal solution of max regret will be the maximum of all T sub-optimal solutions.
Next, we will explain how to solve these sub-max regret problems. Given the j th
attacker payoff sub-space, we obtain the j th sub-max regret problem as:
max

x0 ∈X,(Ra ,Pa )∈I,v

v + (x∗j Pja + (1 − x∗j )Rja )

s.t. v ≤ −[x0t Pta + (1 − x0t )Rta ], ∀t
x∗j Pja

+ (1 −

x∗j )Rja

≥

x∗t Pta

+ (1 −

(24)
(25)

x∗t )Rta , ∀t

(26)

where constraints (26) ensures that the adversary attacks target j against the defender
strategy x∗ . Here, constraints (25) are non-convex for all targets. We provide the following proposition which allows us to linearize constraints (25) for all targets but j.
Proposition 2. Given target j, the lower bounds of the attacker’s
 payoffs at all targets
a
a
except j, {Rmin
(t), Pmin
(t)}t6=j , are optimal solutions of Rja , Pja t6=j for the j th
sub-max regret problem.
The proof of Proposition 2 is in Online Appendix D. Now, only constraint (25) w.r.t
target j remains non-convex for which we provide further steps to simplify it. Given the
defender strategy x0 , we define the attack set as including all targets with the attacker’s
highest expected utility: Γ (x0 ) = {t : Uat (x0 , Ra , Pa ) = maxt0 Uat0 (x0 , Ra , Pa )}.
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We provide the following observations based on which we can determine the optimal
value of the attacker’s reward at target j, Rja , for the sub-max regret problem (24–26)
(according to the Proposition 3 below):
Observation 1 If x0 is the optimal solution of computing the j th sub-max regret in
(24–26), target j belongs to the attack set Γ (x0 ).
Since x0 is the Maximin or SSE solution w.r.t attacker payoffs (Ra , Pa ), the corresponding attack set Γ (x0 ) has the maximal size [11]. In other words, if a target t belongs
to the attack set of any defender strategy w.r.t (Ra , Pa ), then t ∈ Γ (x0 ). In (24–26),
because target j belongs to the attack set Γ (x∗ ), we obtain j ∈ Γ (x0 ).
Observation 2 If x0 is the optimal solution of computing the j th sub-max regret in
(24–26), the defender’s coverage at target j: x0j ≥ x∗j .
Since j ∈ Γ (x0 ) according to Observation 1, the defender utility for playing x0 is equal
to v = −[x0j Pja + (1 − x0j )Rja ]. Furthermore, the max regret in (24) is always not less


than zero, meaning that v ≥ − x∗j Pja + (1 − x∗j )Rja . Thus, we obtain x0j ≥ x∗j .
a
Proposition 3. Given target j, the upper bound of the attacker’s reward at j, Rmax
(j),
a
th
is an optimal solution of the attacker reward Rj for the j sub-max regret problem.
a
Proof. Suppose that Rja < Rmax
(j) is optimal in (24–26) and x0 is the corresponding
defender optimal strategy, then v = −[x0j Pja +(1−x0j )Rja ] according to the Observation
a
(j) while other rewards/penalties and x0 remain the
1. We then replace Rja with Rmax
a
a
same. Since Rj < Rmax (j), this new solution is also feasible for (24–26) and target j
still belongs to Γ (x0 ). Therefore, the corresponding
 utility of the adefender for playing
a
x0 will be equal to − x0j Pja + (1 − x0j )Rmax
(j) . Since Rja < Rmax
(j) and x0j ≥ x∗j
(Observation 2), the following inequality holds true:

 

a
a
− x0j Pja + (1 − x0j )Rmax
(j) + (x∗j Pja + (1 − x∗j )Rmax
(j)
(27)
 0 a







a
= − xj Pj +(1−x0j )Rja + (x∗j Pja +(1−x∗j )Rja + x0j −x∗j Rmax
(j)−Rja (28)
 0 a



≥ − xj Pj +(1−x0j )Rja + (x∗j Pja +(1−x∗j )Rja .
(29)
a
(j) (the LHS of the inThis inequality indicates that the defender’s regret w.r.t Rmax
a
a
(j) is an
equality) is no less than w.r.t Rj (the RHS of the inequality). Therefore, Rmax
optimal solution of the attacker’s reward at target j for (24–26).


Based on the Proposition 2 & 3 and the Observation 1, the j th sub-max regret (24–26)
is simplified to the following optimization problem:
max

x0 ∈X,Pja ,v

a
v + (x∗j Pja + (1 − x∗j )Rmax
(j))

(30)



a
s.t. v = − x0j Pja + (1 − x0j )Rmax
(j)
v≤

a
− [x0t Pmin
(t)

+ (1 −
(

a
x0t )Rmin
(t)] , ∀t

a
a
Pmax
(j) ≥ Pja ≥ max Pmin
(j),

C − (1

(31)
6= j
a
− x∗j )Rmax
(j)
∗
xj

(32)
)
(33)
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a
a
where C = maxt6=j x∗t Pmin
(t)+(1−x∗t )Rmin
(t) is a constant. In addition, constraints
(31–32) refer to constraint (25) (where constraint (31) is a result of Observation 1) and
constraints (33) is equivalent to constraint (26). The only remaining non-convex term
is x0j Pja in constraint (31). We then alleviate the computational cost incurred based
on Theorem 2 which shows that if the attack set Γ (x0 ) is known beforehand, we can
convert (30–33) into a simple optimization problem which is straightforward to solve.

Theorem 2. Given the attack set Γ (x0 ), the j th sub-max regret problem (30–33) can
be represented as the following optimization problem on the variable v only:
av + b
cv + d
s.t. v ∈ [lv , uv ].
max v +
v

(34)
(35)

0

where v is the defender utility for playing x in (30–33).
The proof of Theorem 2 is in Online Appendix E. The constants (a, b, c, d, lv , uv ) are
a
a
determined based on the attack set Γ (x0 ), the attacker’s payoffs {Rmin
(t), Pmin
(t)}t6=j
a
(j), and the number of the defender resources R. Here, the total number of
and Rmax
possible attack sets Γ (x0 ) is maximally T sets according to the property that Rta > Rta0
for all t ∈ Γ (x0 ) and t0 ∈
/ Γ (x0 ) [11]. Therefore, we can iterate over all these possible
attack sets and solve the corresponding optimization problems in (34–35). The optimal
solution of each sub-max regret problem (30–33) will be the maximum over optimal
solutions of (34–35). The final optimal solution of the max regret problem (22) will be
the maximum over optimal solutions of all these sub-max regret problems.
In summary, we provide the M.ARROW-Perfect algorithm to exactly compute max
regret of playing the strategy x∗ against a perfectly rational attacker in zero-sum games
by exploiting the insight of extreme points of the uncertainty intervals as well as attack sets. Furthermore, we provide Theorem 3 (its proof is in the Online Appendix F)
showing that the computational complexity of solving max regret is polynomial.
Theorem 3. M.ARROW-Perfect provides an optimal solution for computing max regret
against a perfectly rational attacker in O(T 3 ) time.

7

UAV Planning for Payoff Elicitation (PE)

Our final contribution is to provide PE heuristics to select the best UAV path to reduce uncertainty in payoffs, given any adversary behavioral model. Despite the limited
availability of mobile sensors in conservation areas (many of them being in developing
countries), these UAVs may still be used to collect accurate imagery of these areas periodically, e.g., every six months to reduce payoff uncertainty. Since the UAV availability
is limited, it is important to determine the best UAV paths such that reducing payoff
uncertainty at targets on these paths could help reducing the defender’s regret the most.
While a UAV visits multiple targets to collect data, planning an optimal path (which
considers all possible outcomes of reducing uncertainty) is computationally expensive.
Thus, we introduce the current solution-based algorithm which evaluates a UAV path
based solely on the MMRb solution given current intervals.10
10

A similar idea was introduced in [2] although in a very different domain without UAV paths.
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Algorithm 2: Elicitation process

6

Input: budget: B, regret barrier: δ, uncertainty intervals: I;
Initialize regret r = +∞, cost c = 0 ;
while c < B and r > δ do
(r, x∗ , (x0,∗ , Ra,∗ , Pa,∗ )) = ARROW(I);
P = calculatePath(x∗ , (x0,∗ , Ra,∗ , Pa,∗ ));
I = collectInformationUAV(P); c = updateCost(P);

7

return (r, x∗ );

1
2
3
4
5

Fig. 2. Min Cost Network Flow

We first present a general elicitation process for UAV planning (Algorithm 2). The
input includes the defender’s initial budget B (e.g., limited time availability of UAVs),
the regret barrier δ which indicates how much regret (utility loss) the defender is willing
to sacrifice, and the uncertainty intervals I. The elicitation process consists of multiple
rounds of flying a UAV and stops when the UAV cost exceeds B or the defender’s
regret is less than δ. At each round, ARROW is applied to compute the optimal MMRb
solution given current I; ARROW then outputs the regret r, the optimal strategy x∗ ,
and the corresponding most unfavorable strategy and payoffs (x0,∗, Ra,∗, Pa,∗) which
provide the defender’s max regret (line 4). Then the best UAV path is selected based on
these outputs (line 5). Finally, the defender controls the UAV to collect data at targets
on that path to obtain new intervals and then updates the UAV flying cost (line 6).
The key aspects of Algorithm 2 are in lines 4 and 5 where the MMRb solution is
computed by ARROW and the current solution heuristic is used to determine the best
UAV path. In this heuristic, the preference value of a target t, denoted pr(t), is measured
as the distance in the defender utility between x∗ and the most unfavorable strategy x0,∗
against attacker payoffs (Ra,∗, Pa,∗) at that target, which can be computed as follows:
pr(t) = q̂t (x∗, Ra,∗, Pa,∗)Udt (x∗, Rd, Pd ) − q̂t (x0,∗, Ra,∗, Pa,∗)Udt (x0,∗, Rd, Pd) where
Rd = −Pa,∗ and Pd = −Ra,∗. Intuitively, targets with higher preference values play
a more important role in reducing the defender’s regret. We use the sum of preference
values of targets to determine the best UAV path based on the two heuristics: Greedy
heuristic: The chosen path consists of targets which are iteratively selected with the
maximum pr value and then the best neighboring target.
MCNF heuristic: We represent this problem as a Min Cost Network Flow (MCNF)
where the cost of choosing a target t is −pr(t). For example, there is a grid of four
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(a) ARROW regret

(b) Influence of parameters

Fig. 3. Solution quality of ARROW

cells (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ) (Figure 2(a)) where each cell is associated with its preference value,
namely (pr(1), pr(2), pr(3), pr(4)). Suppose that a UAV covers a path of two cells
every time it flies and its entry locations (where the UAV takes off or land) can be at any
cell. The MCNF for UAV planning is shown in Figure 2(b) which has two layers where
each cell ti has four copies (t1i, t2i, t3i, t4i ) with edge costs c(t1i, t2i ) = c(t3i , t4i ) = −pr(i).
The connectivity between these two layers corresponds to the grid connectivity. There
are Source and Sink nodes which determine the UAV entry locations. The edge costs
between the layers and between the Source or Sink to the layers are set to zero.

8

Experimental Results

We use CPLEX for our algorithms and Fmincon of MATLAB on a 2.3 GHz/4 GB
RAM machine. Key comparison results are statistically significant under bootstrap-t
(α = 0.05) [25]. More results are in the Online Appendix G.
8.1

Synthetic Data

We first conduct experiments using synthetic data to simulate a wildlife protection area.
The area is divided into a grid where each cell is a target, and we create different payoff
structures for these cells. Each data point in our results is averaged over 40 payoff structures randomly generated by GAMUT [19]. The attacker reward/defender penalty refers
to the animal density while the attacker penalty/defender reward refers to, for example,
the amount of snares that are confiscated by the defender [27]. Here, the defender’s
regret indicates the animal loss and thus can be used as a measure for the defender’s
patrolling effectiveness. Upper and lower bounds for payoff intervals are generated randomly from [-14, -1] for penalties and [1, 14] for rewards with an interval size of 4.0.
Solution Quality of ARROW. The results are shown in Figure 3 where the x-axis
is the grid size (number of targets) and the y-axis is the defender’s max regret. First,
we demonstrate the importance of handling the attacker’s bounded rationality in ARROW by comparing solution quality (in terms of the defender’s regret) of ARROW
with ARROW-Perfect and Maximin. Figure 3(a) shows that the defender’s regret significantly increases when playing ARROW-Perfect and Maximin strategies compared
to playing ARROW strategies, which demonstrates the importance of behavioral MMR.
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(a) Runtime vs #Targets

(b) Runtime vs Regret

Fig. 4. Runtime performance of ARROW

Second, we examine how ARROW’s parameters influence the MMRb solution
quality; which we show later affects its runtime-solution quality tradeoff. We examine if the defender’s regret significantly increases if (i) the number of starting points
in M.ARROW decreases (i.e., ARROW with 20 (ARROW-20), 5 (ARROW-5) and
1 (ARROW-1) starting points for M.ARROW and 40 iterations to iteratively add 40
payoff samples into the set S), or (ii) when ARROW only uses R.ARROW (without
M.ARROW) to solve relaxed MMRb (i.e., R.ARROW with 50 (R.ARROW-50) and
100 (R.ARROW-100) uniformly random payoff samples). Figure 3(b) shows that the
number of starting points in M.ARROW does not have a significant impact on solution quality. In particular, ARROW-1’s solution quality is approximately the same as
ARROW-20 after 40 iterations. This result shows that the shortcoming of local search
in M.ARROW (where solution quality depends on the number of starting points) is
compensated by a sufficient number (e.g., 40) of iterations in ARROW. Furthermore, as
R.ARROW-50 and R.ARROW-100 only solve relaxed MMRb , they both lead to much
higher regret. Thus, it is important to include M.ARROW in ARROW.
Runtime Performance of ARROW. Figure 4(a) shows the runtime of ARROW with
different parameter settings. In all settings, ARROW’s runtime linearly increases in the
number of targets. Further, Figure 3(a) shows that ARROW-1 obtains approximately the
same solution quality as ARROW-20 while running significantly faster (Figure 4(a)).
This result shows that one starting point of M.ARROW might be adequate for solving
MMRb in considering the trade-off between runtime performance and solution quality.
Figure 4(b) plots the trade-off between runtime and the defender’s regret in 40 iterations
of ARROW-20 for 20-40 targets which shows a useful anytime profile.
Runtime Performance of ARROWPerfect. Figure 5 shows the runtime performance of ARROW-Perfect
compared to ARROW and a nonlinear solver (i.e., fmincon of Matlab)
to compute MMR of the perfectly rational attacker case. While the runtime
of both ARROW and non-linear solver
increase quickly w.r.t the number of
targets (e.g., it takes them approximately 20 minutes to solve a 200Fig. 5. Runtime Performance of ARROW-Perfect
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(a) Solution quality

(b) Runtime performance

Fig. 6. UAV planning: uncertainty reduction over rounds

(a) Small interval

(b) Larger interval

Fig. 7. Real world max regret comparison

target game on average), ARROWPerfect’s runtime slightly increases and reaches 53 seconds to solve a 800-target game
on average. This result shows that ARROW-Perfect is scalable for large security games.
Payoff Elicitation. We evaluate our PE strategies using synthetic data of 5 × 5-target
(target = 2 × 2 km cell) games. The UAV path length is 3 cells and the budget for flying
a UAV is set to 5 rounds of flying. We assume the uncertainty interval is reduced by half
after each round. Our purpose is to examine how the defender’s regret is reduced over
different rounds. The empirical results are shown in Figure 6 where the x-axis is the
number of rounds and the y-axis is the regret obtained after each round (Figure 6(a)) or
the accumulative runtime of the elicitation process over rounds (Figure 6(b)). We compare three heuristics: 1) randomly choosing a path (Random) 2) Greedy, and 3) MCNF.
Figure 6 shows that the defender’s regret is reduced significantly by using Greedy and
MCNF in comparison with Random. As mentioned, the difference are statistically significant (α = 0.05). Also, both Greedy and MCNF run as quickly as Random.
8.2

Real-world Data

Lastly, we use our wildlife dataset from Uganda (Section 3) to analyze the effectiveness
of past patrols conducted by rangers (in the wildlife park) compared with the patrol
strategies generated by ARROW. We choose multiple subsets of 50 grid cells each, randomly sampled from the 2423 grid cells for our analysis. Before these wildlife areas
were patrolled, there was uncertainty in the features values in those areas. We simulate
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these conditions faced by real world patrollers by introducing uncertainty intervals in
the real-world payoffs. In our experiments, we impose uncertainty intervals on the animal density for each target, though two cases: a small and a large interval of sizes 5 and
10 respectively. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the comparison of the max regret achieved
by ARROW and real world patrols for 10 such subsets, under the above mentioned
cases of payoff uncertainty intervals. The x-axis refers to 10 different random subsets
and the y-axis is the corresponding max regret. These figures clearly show that ARROW
generates patrols with significantly less regret as compared to real-world patrols.

9

Summary

Whereas previous work in GSGs had assumed that there was an abundance of data in
these domains, such data is not always available. To address such situations, we provide four main contributions: 1) for the first time, we compare key behavioral models,
e.g., SUQR/QR on real-world data and show SUQR’s usefulness in predicting adversary decisions; 2) we propose a novel algorithm, ARROW, to solve the MMRb problem addressing both the attacker’s bounded rationality and payoff uncertainty (when
there is sufficient data to learn adversary behavioral models); 3) we present a new scalable MMR-based algorithm, ARROW-Perfect, to address payoff uncertainty against a
perfectly rational attacker (when learning behavioral models is infeasible), and 4) we
introduce new PE strategies for mobile sensors, e.g., UAV to reduce payoff uncertainty.
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